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Mosquito Bridge 
2 messages 

The BOSFOUR <bosfour@edcgov.us> 
To: EDC COB <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

For the Tuesday 8/8/17 agenda 
File #17 -0725 

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: Sally Long Johns <snlongjohns@yahoo.com> 
Date: Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 7:06 AM 

-� 

Subject: Mosquito Bridge 
To: "bosfour@edcgov.us" <bosfour@edcgov.us> 
Cc: Chris Johns <firecaptain 7512@yahoo.com> 

Dear Board of Supervisors: 

EDC COB <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 8:29 AM 

LATE DISTRIBUTION 
DATE 

<f;/3} 20(1
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I have lived in the community of Mosquito for 25 years and it is time for the new bridge. Our 
population has greatly increased and along with it the traffic. I can attest to the traffic increase 
because I live ON Mosquito Road near just a few miles from the existing wooden, single lane 
suspension bridge and although it is charming it is the left over relic of the Gold Rush era days. 

Mosquito/Swansboro is a community of active retired adults and working families with 
children. The existing road and access was created by and for a small settlement of families in the 
1800's. In 1967 the BOS approved a 700+/- subdivision using the existing roads. Medical 
necessity and Modern lifestyle needs, wants and expectations dictate the need for a change to the 
road and access. Just this past Spring most of our residents had a significant detour of over an 
hour just to get to the highway for their daily work, school, medical appointments, and shopping 
needs. Can you imagine driving ONE HOUR just to begin your daily commute to work? The road 
way is still in awful condition. We don't want a bandaid. We want a new bridge and access. As 
our BOS you are charged with the care of all of our county residents - including those who chose 
to live remotely. 

In February of 2014 my husband suffered a significant life threatening medical crisis and knowing 
that most of the ambulances in our county can't actually FIT across the existing bridge forced me 
to make the decision to DRIVE him myself, in the early morning hours, with our 14 year old son 
ready to perform CPR in the car. Please move forward before another family is forced to make a 
decision like we had to. Our experience turned out well because we have a level of medical 
training and confidence that most families don't have. 

It's a great day in Mosquito/Swansboro, 

Sally Long Johns 

Realtor 

Coldwell Banker 

111 Main Street 

Placerville, CA 95667 

Cell 530/306-0821 - all my phone numbers roll to this one! 
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Fax 530-621-4334 
www.SoldbySally.com 
CalBRE #01308662 
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2016 President Women's Council of Realtors - El Dorado County Chapter 
2014 Past President and Life Time Member of Top Achievers for El Dorado County- 14 
consecutive years 2003 - 2015 
Voted Best Realtor 2014, 2012 & 2011 in the Mountain Democrat 
Voted Best Realtor 2013 Sacramento Magazine 
Board Member of El Dorado County Association of Realtors 
Member of El Dorado County Chamber of Commerce 

The BOSFOUR <bosfour@edcgov.us> 
To: EDC COB <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

For the 8/8/17 Board meeting 
File # 17-0725 

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: Robin Gallemore <r3jranch@yahoo.com> 
Date: Tue, Aug 1, 2017 at 11 :24 AM 
Subject: Mosquito Bridge 
To: bosfour@edcgov.us 

Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 8:39 AM 

Throughout this past winter, it became more apparent why we need a new bridge on Mosquito Road. Our hillsides have 
taken about all they can give. Our trees are dying. Our shoulders are crumbling away. Our potholes are getting big 
enough to hide a vehicle in them. 
And yet after 25 years of driving our road I have mixed emotions about a new bridge. Will we lose our "down home " feel? 
Will our traffic become like any other metropolitan area? Will we notice the time saved verses the extra time we spent 
with our children? 
The safety of our residents on their way to and fro must be of paramount importance. At this point and time I believe a 
new bridge is needed for our community for the safety of our community members, the response time of mutual aide for 
emergencies and replacement of our current bridge for the growing needs of our growing community. i thank you in 
advance for your thoughts and consideration for the Mosquito area. 

Sincerely, 
Robin Gallemore 530-906-6827 

Sent from my iPhone 

The BOSFOUR <bosfour@edcgov.us> 
To: EDC COB <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

Comments for File# 17-0725 for the August 8, 2017 Board agenda 

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: Trent Williams <trentlw@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 11 :40 AM 
Subject: Mosquito Bridge 
To: bosfour@edcgov.us 

Mr. Rinalli, 

Wed, Aug 2, 2017 at 12:18 PM 

As a resident of the Swansboro community I am requesting your continued support and influence to move the new 
Mosquito bridge project forward in an expedited fashion. The bridge is a measure of safety and security for the members 
of this community. The current bridge is dangerous and woefully inadequate as well as the alternative Rock Creek road 
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which is unsafe and marginally maintained. We appreciate your support and influence in expediting the bridge to provide 
a safe transportation path to this community. 

Regards, 

Trent Williams 
3320 Cableview Court 
Placerville, CA 

Sent from my iPhone 
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April 1, 2017 

Dear Sirs and ivladams, 

We, the Board of Director� of S\,vc1nsboro Country Property Owners Associatinn, 

wholeheartedly advocate and support the nev,· ivlosquito Bridge Installation. S\vansboro 

Country POA is comprised of 630 owners of 695 residenti,11 lots inside the ivfosquito FirL· 

Protection District, dependent upon the old Mosquito Bridge on Mc1squito R0c1d and Lhe 

Ch iii BM Bridge on SRI 93. 

However, our safety and welfare is in jeopard_\, every (fay that the New r.fosquitti 

Bridge is delayed. Fire protection, law t�nforcernent, me,fo . .-al, and life services zire limited hv 

the single vehicle bridgC' tlrnl no,v exists. Every time a rock cir mudslide c,ccurs on SR193, or 

Rock Creek Road which connects to SRI 93, ivlosquito/5H',msboro is effectively cut off fn,111 

the prompt support services thzit most communities routinely expect. 

Consequently, al.101,,ving self-serving special interest parties' attempts to stall the 

construction of the new bridge by lending credence to their frivolous claims to the funds 

already allocated for the new bridge is unacceplablc. The safety, health and welfare of the 

over one thousand taxpaying families who need Lhe nc,v Mosquito Bridge take precedent· 

over the few, tmaffcctcd by the new bridge construction .. who seek to exploit our plight in 

order to subsidize their recreationzil pursuits. 

Therefore, we the representcltivcs of Swansboro Country POA. recognizing that the 

new Mosquito Bridge is our critical link to safety and health services, urge the expeditious 

progression of this vital bridge construction. 

'-Vith our deepest appreciation, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY· 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

March 6, 2017 

Supervisor Michael Ranalli 
Supervisor John Hidahl 

Supervisor Shiva Frentzen 

Supervisor Brian Veerkamp 

Supervisor Sue Novasel 
Clerk to the Board 

El Dorado County Board of Supervisors 
330 Fair Lane 
Placerville, CA 95667 

bosfour@edcgov.us 

bosone@edcgov.us 

bostwo@edcgov.us 

bosthree@edcgov.us 

bosfive@edcgov.us 

edc.cob@edc.gov.us 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

llPage 



Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 

Gerald M. Joh11so11 

cc: The Honorable Governor Jerry Brown 

The Honorable Ted Gaines, State Senator 
State Capitol, Room 3076 

Sacramento, CA 95814 

Phone: {916) 651-4001 

Fax: (916) 651-4901 

El Dorado Hills Constituent Service Center 

4359 Town Center Blvd, Suite 112 

El Dorado Hills, CA 95762 

Phone: {916) 933-7213 

Fax: {916) 933-7234 

The Honorable Frank Bigelow 
California State Assembly 

State Capitol, Suite #4158 

Sacramento, CA 94249 

Phone: {916) 319-2005 

DISTRICT OFFICE: 

730 North I Street, Suite #102 

Madera, CA 93637 

Phone: (559) 673-0501 

The Honorable Thomas McClintock 

Congressman, 4
th District of California 

House of Representatives 

2312 Rayburn House Office Building 

Washington, DC 20515 

Phone: {202) 225-2511 

Fax: {202) 225-5444 

governor@governor.ca.gov 
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CALIFORNIA OFFICE: 

2200A Douglas Blvd, Suite 240 

Roseville, CA 95661 

Phone: {916) 786-5560 

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein 

United States Senate 

331 Hart Senate Office Building 

Washington, D.C. 20510 

One Post Street, Suite 2450 -- · 

San Francisco, CA 94104 

Phone: (415) 393-0707 or {202) 224-3841 

Fax: (415) 393-0710 or {202) 228-3954 

The Honorable Kamala Harris 

United States Senate 

112 Hart Senate Office Building 

Washington, D.C. 20510 

Fax: (202)228-1338 

1700 Montgomery Street, Suite 240 

San Francisco, CA 94111 

Fax: (415) 956-6701 

senator@feinstein.senate.gov 

senator@harris.senate.gov 
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February 13, 2017 

-· Supervisor Michael Ranalli
Supervisor John Hidahl
Supervisor Shiva Frentzen
Supervisor Brian Veerkamp
Supervisor Sue Novasel
El Dorado County Board of Supervisors
330 Fair Lane
Placerville, CA 95667

RE: "El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and
vibrant communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our 
local heritage 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

It was hard for us to believe the EIR regarding construction of the new Mosquito Bridge 
had been halted due to "rafting enthusiasts." Apparently, life and safety of residents in 
Mosquito and Swansboro· are not vitally important as compared to recreational concerns of 
these rafters who held up the certification process. It says volumes about how you view 
your tax-paying residents; many who work daily or attend school and need to access this 
dangerous bridge. 

This is the third time construction of Mosquito Bridge has come before the El Dorado 
County Board of Supervisors. Substantial sums of money and time have been expended 
(and previously wasted in this process) by the Board. Now again, this project (for the third 
time with over $30 million in federal grant funds) has been held-up byErafters" who (I've 
been informed) could are apathetic about tax-paying residents' safety in our area, as 
recreational needs take priority; thus the reason for delaying the construction of this vital 
bridge for safety and well-being of this community. Is it the assessment of this Board that 
we, taxpayers of this community, continue to pay for rafters' "recreation" to the detriment 
of om· protection and safety? 

How can this even be debatable until April? I was recently informed by DOT the EIR 
"may" come before the Board of Supervisors at that time. The last I heard it was moving 
along smoothly and was to be certified by you no later than January 2017. How long does 
it take to do an EIR when it involves securing safety for its own residents? 

I must protest. Development of Swansboro was approved by the County of El Dorado 
decades ago. Expensive building permits have been issued by Jj:l Dorado Courtt:fand paid 
for by residents in Mosquito and Swansboro. Excessively high taxes have been paid by 
these same citizens. Where is the concern for these tax-paying residents with regards to 
their safety and well-being, which is a priority in your mission statement referenced above? 
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Supervisor Michael Ranalli 
Supervisor John Hidahl 
Supervisor Shiva Frentzen 
Supervisor Brian Veerkamp 
Supervisor Sue Novasel 

February 13, 2017 
Page 12 

No safe "launch" exists for rafters at the historic Mosquito Bridge. It is dangerous and 
difficult to access the South Fork of the American River from this site. Each time an 
individual rafts down these dangerous rapids, emergency personnel's safety is in jeopardy 
when rescue of these "recreational enthusiasts" is required. 

We have just experienced torrential rains this winter. Extremely dangerous conditions are 
present on Mosquito Bridge, Mosquito Road, and Rock Creek Road. For the safety of your 
citizens, do the right thing and get this EIR certified promptly; move forward with the 
construction of a two-lane bridge for access by not only residents but by fire personnel, 
ambulances, school buses, etc. Mosquito Bridge and Mosquito Road are now closed 
indefinitely due fo these rains. The integrity of the bridge and road are very concerning 
and costing EDC taxpayers more expensive repairs with no end in sight. 

Furthermore, the integrity of Rock Creek Road is now in question. We in Mosquito and 
Swansboro are amazed (and relieved) that no EDC public school bus has yet to d·rive off 
Rock Creek Road into the American River Canyon. (It would be extremely easy to do.) Is 
this what the county is waiting for-a-major catastrophic event to beset this community 
before you provide a safe ingress/egress for its citizens with $30 million grant funds that 
are available now? 

If we lose this substantial grant money due to "recreational enthusiasts" and the inaction of 
the EDC Board of Supervisors, it will tell me much about the community I live. 

Thank you for your kind consideration of these observations and comments. 

Another Concerned Citizen Advocating Construction of Mosquito Bridge 
Utilizing the $30+ Million Federal Grant Funds, 

I £t;C Q{/_,lcA.-ti�
PatJofoson 
-Dyer Court
Placerville, California 95667

cc: The Honorable Governor Jerry Brown 
Fire Chief Edward Dwyer, Mosquito Fire Protection District 
Board of Mosquito Fire Protection District 
Board of Swansboro Country Property Owners Association 
El Dorado County Fire Safe Council 
El Dorado County Department of Transportation 



SAFETY AND SURVIVAL OF MOSQUITO/SWANSBORO CO:M1v.1IJNIT1ES 

DEPEND ON CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW BRIDGE 

We, the citizens of Mosquito/Swansboro, do hereby advocate and endorse the expeditious 
construction of the new Mosquito Btjdge with federal funds waiting to be used for such pmpose. 
The safety and smvival of this community depend on this construction. Special interests who are 
threatening frivolous and expensive lawsuits regarding their own recreational interests should be 
secondary to the vital safety and survival of these communities. 



SAFETY AND SURVIVAL OF MOSQUITO/SWANSBORO CO:M:MUNITIF.S 

DEPEND ON CONSTRUCTION OF TIIE NEW BRIDGE 

We, the citizens of Mosquito/Swansboro, do hereby advocate and endorse the expeditious 

construction of the new Mosquito Bridge with federal funds waiting to be used for such purpose. 

The safety and smvival of this community depend on this construction. Special interests who are 

threatening frivolous and expensive lawsuits regarding their own recreational interests should be 

seco dary to the vital safety and survival of these communities. 
. . 
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SAFETY AND SURVIVAL OF MOSQUITO/SWANSBORO C0Ml\1UNIT1ES 

DEPEND ON CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW BRIDGE 

We, the citizens of Mosquito/Swansboro, do hereby advocate and endorse the expeditious 

construction of the new Mosquito Bridge with federal fun.els waiting to be used for such pmpose. 

The safety and survival of this community depend on this construction. Special interests who are 

threatening :fiivolous and expensive lawsuits regarding their own recreational interests should be 

secondary t.o the vital safety and survival of these communities. 
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MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County .will remain tlze leader in supporting our safe, lzealtlz.y, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local /zeritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal,Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

\. It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop�offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County s·cbool buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas fo"r 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 

· Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community.
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay
construction for their own recreational adva�tages to the detrimen.t and safety of this
community.

Please take responsible actions to pursue EI Dorado County's mission statement noted
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of
California.

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being.

Sincerely,



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL-DORADO COUNTY 

"El ]J�rr,qo Cou.n_ty wilir(?main tlze leqder in: s.upport,ing {)Ur safe. h.ef![tlty,. and vibrant 
communiti(!s, wisely managing our natural resources. and preserving our Ideal herifage1

' 
. 
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·RR: P�opo��nts :for A�van�ein.ent of Mosquito Bridge Construction.

l)��r SupervisQrs Ra,nalli, Hidhal,. Fi:Eintzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel:

We livEi fu the Mosquito/Swansboro coi:Iimu:nity. Recent weather events have created only 
one "illlstable toa.d access. ])ue to the Mosquito Ro�<l cfo�-qre� all v�J.i}ci�� �re nQW _forced to 
us·� R�lc){ G1;e�k. R�ad.. 

i tmay be:a m�tter of ti.me b.efor� jarring headlliies describe a ·school bu·s (or othe:r-vehicie)" 
"in,�ident on Rock Creek Ro.ad where sheer cliffs mth n_o guard rails pr.ovide little to p.o· 
protecti.on to 900-foot drop.-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our-· 
community's children who ride the Ei Dorado c·ounty school buses. daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road� ha.s c�used me to w.rite .this letter as a $trong proponent for construction. 
ofi n�ew Mosqµ.ito Bridge i,mm�diately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational int�rests _an� tJieh- attorn,eys �r� �e�king fo delay
bridge. constr.uctfon by litigation so as fo force c;levefop:w,ent c,f :recreati<_m�I acce,ss to the old.

historic Mosquito Bridge �ite for recr��tjonai purpo�e,s (i.e., extensrve parking an�as fQr· 
their conyeµi�nce, expei,.$iv� acce,ss to the .Amerjcan River� etc.). If this is such the case and 
if a,�y harm �s done to this cominunity due. to such self.:.servmg pursuits, these specffic 
recreational ":interests_ �hould be_hel� legaµy accountable fQr any h�rm to· this com,m-unity. 

Ffre season wili he upc;m µ$ µi a f�w ·months; we nee� m:ore than �me road for emergency 
access and, evacu,�tjon. W� i,mplore yQu to do th� right-thfug_aild move construction of tlie: 
l\1Qsquit9 litidg� fQrw.�ril as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will co;ntinu,e to manipulate and de.tract from the safety -and weU..:hemg 9f this comm.unity; 
It has happened in many' other commwµti�; this is the.ir m9t.ivi:ition. they ��n cl�lay 
coiisttuction for their own recreatio.nal a4yaij.f:,lge$ to the detri,m.en_t :and safety of this. 
community� 

Plea_se tak� resp.Qnsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's missio� s�tem�nJ n,otecl 
above. Safety is paramount for all conimunitf� � El D�ra.do Co1=Q1ty a.�d tlie State of 

. California. 

Thank you fQr y�1,1r fb,oughtful co'.!}sid�ration of o:ur com.in.unity's safety and well-being. 

S.fucerely, 

���

G--r� � ?--,:>.
' ..,,.,  
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MISSION STATEMENT OF EL-D()RAJ)O �OUNTY 

"$1 l)orqdq Cou,zty will r�m.ain 'tlie leaditr i11: s.upport;i.ng <,ur safe, he,{!ltky, and vibrant 
comm�iti�s, wisely managing our natural resources, and.preserving our l<1cal heritage?' 

RE': P�o'pon�nts for A�van�ement of Mosquito Bridge Construction. 

J)��r Supervisors R�nalli,.HidhaJ,. Fr�nfzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel:

We liv� in the Mosquito/Swansboro coiiiilimiity. Recentweather events have created only 
one ·unstable road access. Oue to the Mosquit«;> Road. clQs�re� aU ve)rlcl�s are n�w .f 9rc�d to 
us¢ R9ck Qi;e�k.RJ>�d. 

it may be� ��tter of time before jarring head.lnies describe a school bus ( or other vehicie} 
in,�ident on Rock Creek Ro.ad where sheer cliffs with no guar4 rails pr.ovide little to lJO 
protection to 900-foot drop.-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
COi:niilunitv;s children who ride the Ei Dorado County schooi buses. daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road'., has c�used me to write 

.
this letter as a �trong proponent for construction. 

of� n�w Mosq�ito .Bridge immediately with funds provided bf the. federal government. 

Weunderstaild special recreational fut�rests aµd tJieh- attomeys are $eeking tQ del.ay 
bridge coilstr.uctfon by litigation so as to force c;levelop�ent of recre�tiomd �cce.ss to the old. 
hisforic Mosquito Bridge site fo� recr�f).tj.onal purpo�e.s (i.e., extensive parking areas fQr
their conyeµi�nc�, expe:Qsiv� access to the American River�. etc.). H this is such the case and 
if a�y �arm :i.s done to this c.ommunity due to such s·eif.:.servfug pursuits, these specilic 
recreational 'interests_ �hO:uld be_hel� legaµv accountable fQr �y h�nn. tc;>

. 
this com.munify� 

Ffre season wili be upQ:r;t µ� � a f�w mo.nths; we nee4 m:o:re t.han pne road for· emergency" 
access anq evac�a(ion. W� iillplore ypu to do the right-thing. and move construction of the: 
Mosquit9 ll.ndg� forward as SQQn as pc;>ssible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will co;ntin..,;e to manipulate alid detract from the safety and weil-bemg 9f thi,s comm.unity; 
It has happened in many other. comm�ti�; this is th�ir moti-y�n,on. They �.an d¢lay 
colisttuctfon for tli.eir QWll recreational aifra�4\ges to the detriment aml safety of this 
community. 

Please tak� responsjble actions to pursue EI Dorado County's missio1;1. s.tatem�nt nc;,teq 
above.. Safety is paramount for all communiti� � El Do.r�do Co�ty �n!l the State of 
California. 

Thank yo� fQr yo1,1r �Jmughtful considera.tioJJ. of o:ur community's safety· and· well-being. 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain tlie leader in supporting our safe, /zealthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incid�nt on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon ::ts possible. Recreational interests and their attorn�ys 
will continue to manip1date and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaQ.tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL.DORA.DO COUNTY 

"Pl l)�rq,if:o Cou,zty wiltr�main 'flze leqdcr in s.uppor(ing o.ur safe, heJ,ltky,. and viffrant 
commuµiti�, wisely managin� our natural resouTces, and preserving our local lzeritage"· 

RE':. P�oponents for A�vanceinent of Mosquito Bridge Construction. 

J)��r SuperyisQrs Ra,nalli,.ffidfod, Fr¢nfzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel:

We Iiv.e in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. '.Recent weather events have created only 
one ti.ilstable road access. Due to the Mosquit<;l Roa4 closµre� aU v�I.uci�� �re nQw .for<;ed to
us·� Rock Cre�k. R��d. 

. . ·. . 
· · · . · .

tt may be:a i;n�tter of time before jarring_ heacillneS describe a ·school bus ( or other--vebicie) 
·jn,�ident on Rock Creek Ro.ad where sheer cliffs with n_o guar� .raµs provide little to �.O:
prot.e�ti�n to 900-foot drop.-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of ou:r
community;s children who ride tli.e El Dorado c·ounty school buses. daiiy on the unstable.
Rock Creek Road'.� has c;mseci me tQ write .tb.is · letter as a �trong proponent for constructioit
Qf �-n�w Mosqµito Bridge imm�diately with fund's J?i'oVided by the federal government.

We understand special recreationai fut�rests and tJ:ielr attorneys ;tre seeking tQ delay
bridge constr.uctioil by litigation so as to force developtnent of recre�tion�l acce,ss tQ the old.
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recre�tionai purpo�� (i.e., extensrve parkbig areas for·
their conyew�nce, expe�sive access to the American River�_ etc.). If this is su�h the case and
if any harm is done to fhis co.mniunity due. to such self.:.serving purs·uits, these specffic
recreational "interests_ �hould be _ held legally accountable for any h�rm. tc;," th.is community.

Fire season wiii be tlpQn u�. µi a f�w ·m,onths; :we neeµ m:ore than �me rQad for emergency:
access anq eva:c�ation. W � implore y9u to do th¢ rig'1,t thing_ and move construction of the.
1\1:qsquit� ll_ridg� fQrw.ard, as soQn as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys
will continue to m�nipufate aiid detract from the safety and weil-bemg 9f this comm.unity ..
It has happened fu many other. commwµti�; this is the.ir m9tiv�tion. They �ail d¢lay
coiisttuction for their own recreational a�y�:Q.�g� to the detriment and safety of this·
community�

Plea.se t�k� resp.onsible actions to pur�i"ue EI Dorado County's missio� s_tatemen� n,oted
above.. Safety is paramount for all communities in El l)Q_r�do Couµty -an!} the State of
Califomfa.

Thank yo� f'Qr y�1,1;r tli,oughtful cop.sid�ra:tion of o:ur com.in.unity's safety and· welt-being.



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL.D()R,A.l)O (;OUNTY 

"Pl l)qr(!.lfo Couf!.ty ,viii r��ain tlie leader in, s.uppor(i.ng o.ur safe, he.(llthy� and vi{kant 
commU11iti!!�, wisely managing our·naiural resources, andpreservlng our lo"cal heritagev 

.RE':. P�opon�nts :for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction . 

1>�r SupervisQrs Ranalli,.Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novas·eJ:

We liv� in tµe Mosquito/Swansboro coiiiililinity. Recent weather events have created only 
one liilstable road access. Due fo the MosquitQ Roa� cfos�re, aU ve.lt,icle� �re n9'Y for��d to
us·� R9ck Qre�k R��di ·

. . 

it":rnay be.a m�tter oftiine before jarriilg_headlmes describe a-school bus (or otliet-vemcle)
"in,�ident on Rock Creek Ro.ad where sheer cliffs with n� guar«;l. rails pr.ovi�e little to p.o: 
prQtect.ion to 900-foot d·rop.-offs. Endailgern'lent of lives, especially those of our-·, 
com:iilunitv;s children who ride the Ei Dorado

.
County school buses . .daiiy on the unstable. 

Rock Creek Roaci� has �used i:iie tQ write this · letter as a �trong proponent for construction. 
of·a· n�w Mosqµito Bridge imm�diately with fund"s J,>rovided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational fute.rests aµ� tJi_err attom�ys ;tr� �eeking fQ delay 
bridge constr.uttion by litigation so as to force develop�ent of recrea,tional acCf:8$ to the old 
his·foric Mosquito Bridge s(te fin." :t;ecr�atj.onal purpo�es (i.e.,. extensive _parking al.'eas fQr 
their conven$�nc�, exp.e�si:v� access to the Amer.ican River�. etc.). If this is such the case and 
if an,y harm js done to this comni.unity due. to such self�servfug pursuits, th.ese sped.fie 
recreational 1iJ.terests_ should be_hel� lega�y accountable fQr any fo�.rm t9" this ctlm,munify. 

. 
' 

Ffre season wili be upon µs in a f�w ·ni.o.nth�; we nee.d m:ore than �me road for emergency-
access and· eva,c�af;i.on. W� i,m.plore y9u to do the. rightthing_aiid move construction of the: 
Mosquit9 B.ridg� fQrw.arcl as soQn as possible. Recreational interests and their attorney� 
will co;ntintle to manipulate and de.tract from the safety and weil-bemg 9f this co�m.u:nity; 
It has happened iii many other commw;iitl�; this is the.ir m9tiv�tion! They c.att delay 
coiisttuction fot their CJWD recreatio.nal a4ya,I;l�ges to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Pfea�e t�k� resp.onsible �ctfons to plirs·ue El Dorado County's missio1;1 s_taten,,ent n,otecl 
above .. Safety is paramount for all conimuniti�s m El Por�do Cou�ty an� the State of 
California. 

Thank yo� for y01,1.r fh,ough.tful ·consid�ra,tion of o:ur community's safety· and· well-being. 

S.incerely, 

e,&,7 0� 
c L.A V f{ i" I R o J { VIII... u 5 

f 't ( '8 l-() q {?_ff{!, ( � L-� 
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MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain tlie leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wiselv managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
histor.i,c Mqsquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc,). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaµtages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 
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:MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dora<l;o County will remain tlze leader in supporting our safe, /zea/tlty, and vibrant 
communities, wiselv managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Rec�nt weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road .. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by.the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is don.e to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will �ontinue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaµtages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in EI Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely,�� 

u 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain tlze leader in supporting our safe, lzealtlzy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli; Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, �nd Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me. to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recre�tional interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquit(! Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community· due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaµ.tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 

���:::::::::··==· --------... 
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;/' MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

-

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new· Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreati9nal interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 



�-

MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain t/ze leader in supporting our safe, /zealtlzy, and vibrant 
communities, wiselv managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Bidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp,. and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaptages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain tlze leader in supporting our safe, /zealtlzy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, andpreserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard r�ils provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County s.chool buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write· this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recr�ational interests should be held legally accountable for a�y h�rm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore yo� to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motiyation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaµtages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
· California.

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being.

s�S)�

�ryn Sa/J1e1J



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County wi.ll remain t/ze leader in supporting our safe, healtlzy, and vibrant 
communities, wiselv managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle)· 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaptages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 
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l\1ISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain f/,e leader in supporting our safe, 1,ealtl,y, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction-by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge foiward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
co:t;1.struction for their own recreational advaptages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, dJ � � 



MISSION STATE1\.1ENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain tlze leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matt�r of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Afosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few m.onths; we need more than one road for emergency 
access-and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and moye cons�ction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advap.tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado. County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain tile leader in supporting our safe, Jzealtlzy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local lieritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time .before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no .guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., e�tensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community,-
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaµtages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take resp·onsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 
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,,. .. MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain t/ze leader in supporting our safe, /zealthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local /zeritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road .. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosqui(o Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advap.tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's m.ission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in EI Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 

.--,; 

�//1�. 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain tlze leader in supporting our safe, /zealtlty, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp,.and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines .describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 

·protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our
community's children who ride the EI Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable
_Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government.

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational.access to the old
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreatio1;1al.purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for
their convenience, expensive access to the ��rican River, etc.). If this is such the case and
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community.

'�'Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advap.tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El.Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain tJ,e leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, llidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus (or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaµ.tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 
I 

Slllcerely, �� 



·C;' MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain t/ze leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supetvisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to
use Rock Creek Road. 

·-

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus (or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has. caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are se·eking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenjence, expensive access to the American River, etc.). H this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaµtages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, bLJ::>tef.'



1\11SSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain t/ze leader in supporting our safe, /zealthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serviilg pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us i.n a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access ancl evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mo�quito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaµtages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 



t,f "'\ ... ,. �- -:...- MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY

"El Dorado County will remain t/ze leader in supporting our safe, /zealtlzy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel:

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Ro.ad closure, all vehicles are now forced to
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle)
incident on-Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the.El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community.

. 

.. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety ;md well-being of this community.
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advap.tages to the detriment and safety of this
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El DoradQ County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being.

Sincerely, ( :?7 / _

;,,-.. �� f 
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: .... : ... ·· MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain t/ze leader in supporting our safe, lzealtlzy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local lzeritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We Jive in the Mosquito/Swansboro com.ID.unity. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus (or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergen.cy 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construc!ion for their own recreationaJ.;idvap.tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain tlte leader in supporting·our safe, hea/tl,y, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus (or other vehicle) 
i1;1.cident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 

-will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well�being of this community.
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay
construction for their own recreational adval}.tages to the detriment and safety of this
community.

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of
California.

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being.

Sincerely,

�t{� 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

- "El Dorado County will re11.1ain t/,e leader in supporting our safe, healt/1y, and vibrant
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local lteritage"

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hi,dhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus (or. other vehicle) 
incident on Roclt Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided b_y the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as ·to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaJJ,tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue EI Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain t/ze leader in supporting our safe, hea/tlty, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local lteritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have_ created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus (or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me. to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We 1,IDderstand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). Hthis is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational adva�tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 

\C,� 7
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MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safet healtl,y, and vibrant 
communities, wiselv managJng ournatural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Bidha),. Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We Jive in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus (or other vehicle) 
incident on Rocle Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, �xpensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from tlie safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all comm.unities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain tlie leader in supporting our safe, healtlzy, and vibrant 
communities, wiselv maizaging our natural resources, a11d preserving our local Jzeritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has ·caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this coinlllunity due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community� 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
constrnction for their own recreational advaQ.tages to the detriment and safety of this 
.community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain tlze leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wiselv managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supenisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable. road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus (or other vehicle) 
incident on Rocle Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational adva:Q.tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and welJ;..being. 

Sincerely, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting. our safe, izealiiij,, aizd vibrant 
communities, wiselv managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosq1dto/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road ac�ess. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now f9rced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of-recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 

·: their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community.

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the
Mosquito �ridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community.
It has happened in many.other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay
construction for their own r�reational advantages to the detriment and safety of this
community�

-

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in EI Dqrado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain t/ze leader in supporting our safe, ltealtlzy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and wellHbeing of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their &wn recreational adva�tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount. for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, a1zd preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the EI Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in EI Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and. well-being. 

Sincerely, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

.. 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access.' Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before· jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational adval).tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 
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MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities,. wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors RanaUi, ffidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now f9rced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the EI Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of ·recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreationa� interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of tbe 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many.other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

-

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dqrado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincere

��/Jd�
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MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado Cou11ty will remain t/ze leader in supporting our safe, ltealtlty, and vibrant 
communities, wis�lv managing our natural resources, and preserving our local /zeritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge cons1rUction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

-

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational adva�tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 

.• 
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MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader ill supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
commu11ities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Superv�ors Ranalli, IDdhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. _Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be· a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the EI Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of-recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many.other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this
community. 

-· 

-

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dqrado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 
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MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due. to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now f9rced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the EI Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
ofa new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of-recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 

. their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any.harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do t�e right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many.other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

-

Please take responsible actions to pursue EI Dorado County's mission statement-noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dc;,rado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managilig our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, llidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now f9rced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of-recreational access to the old 
historic· Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue. to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many.other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El D9rado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special .recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communiti�; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their o_wn recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue EI Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California� 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Since�,/� 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for. Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's ·children who ride the EI Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self�serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County
°

will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local' heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now f9rced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where· sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900...foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the EI Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of-recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many.other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

-

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in EI Dc;,rado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wiselv managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, ffidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now f9rced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of-recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this � such the case and 
if �ny harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more th�n one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many.other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

-

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. -Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dqrado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 



· MISSION STATEMENT OFEL DORADO COUNTY

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wiselv managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Ve�rkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now f9rced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer. cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of-recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season wiUbe upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many.other communities; this is tl�eir motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

-

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in EI Dqrado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado Coumy will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managillg our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentz.en, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now f9rced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the EI Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito .Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of-recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many.other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

-
Please take responsible actions to pursu:e EI Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El D9rado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will.remain tlze leader in supporting our safe, lzealtlzy, and vibrant 
communities, wiselv managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advanceinent of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in th� Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational inter�sts and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such .self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advai,.tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in EI Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, /"1. ()
r) 

� �- fLt>va[c 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healtlzy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, bas caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for constr�ction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for.recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being �f this .community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 

�Olvt,�W�



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, heiilthy, and vibrant 
commu11ities, wisely managing our natural resources, a11d preserving our local heritage'' 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the EI Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to writ� this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). H this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this
community. 

· · 

Please take responsible actions to pursue EI Dorado County's mission statement noted· 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in EI Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, f} 

fl/A 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibra11t 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, alld preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction. 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created o nly 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicl� are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock CreekRoad where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the EI Dorado County school buses .daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment a.nd safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue EI Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 7�4Aif /U��



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and pteservilig our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction· 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Cre�k Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the.El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. \ ·· 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

/) A 
Sin�erely, �· 

���'- .r,/ WOIJo(



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain tlze leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local lzeritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehklc) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately_with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for i:ecreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreation�l interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advaJ;1.tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible-actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigl!tion so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us .in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible-actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your ghtful consideration of our community's-safety and well-being. 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado Collnty will remain the leader in supporting our safe, ltealthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local lteritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, IDdhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live· in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to �o 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
.if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advai,:tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain t/ze leader in supporting our safe, ltealth.y, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local lteritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal,.Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles are now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 
of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenienc�, expensive access to the American River, etc.). If this is such the case and 
if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational.interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward. as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational advantages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible actions to pursue El Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in El Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 

J/7/J!� 



MISSION STATEMENT OF EL DORADO COUNTY 

"El Dorado County will remain the leader in supporting our safe, healthy, and vibrant 
communities, wisely managing our natural resources, and preserving our local heritage" 

RE: Proponents for Advancement of Mosquito Bridge Construction 

Dear Supervisors Ranalli, Hidhal, Frentzen, Veerkamp, and Novasel: 

We live in the Mosquito/Swansboro community. Recent weather events have created only 
one unstable road access.. Due to the Mosquito Road closure, all vehicles arc now forced to 
use Rock Creek Road. 

It may be a matter of time before jarring headlines describe a school bus ( or other vehicle) 
incident on Rock Creek Road where sheer cliffs with no guard rails provide little to no 
protection to 900-foot drop-offs. Endangerment of lives, especially those of our 
community's children who ride the El Dorado County school buses daily on the unstable 
Rock Creek Road, has caused me to write this letter as a strong proponent for construction 

. of a new Mosquito Bridge immediately with funds provided by the federal government. 

We understand special recreational interests and their attorneys are seeking to delay 
bridge construction by litigation so as to force development of recreational access to the old 
historic Mosquito Bridge site for recreational purposes (i.e., extensive parking areas for 
their convenience, expensive access to the American River� etc.). If this is such the case and 

. if any harm is done to this community due to such self-serving pursuits, these specific 
recreational interests should be held legally accountable for any harm to this community. 

Fire season will be upon us in a few months; we need more than one road for emergency 
access and evacuation. We implore you to do the right thing and move construction of the 
Mosquito Bridge forward as soon as possible. Recreational interests and their attorneys 
will continue to manipulate and detract from the safety and well-being of this community. 
It has happened in many other communities; this is their motivation. They can delay 
construction for their own recreational adva11tages to the detriment and safety of this 
community. 

Please take responsible-actions to pursue EI Dorado County's mission statement noted 
above. Safety is paramount for all communities in EI Dorado County and the State of 
California. 

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of �ur community's safety and well-being. 

Sincerely, 

�cl 




